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Read the clues and then complete the puzzle.

 

 Across:        

 

2  This animal is a dangerous fish ___________

6  A big open space of water ___________

8  This animal lives in the trees and is cheeky

9  It has eight legs and lives in the sea __________

12  I live beside the river and build dams _________

15  This animal lives in the sea and is very big

16  A place which is very high and made of stone

17  This animal has a long neck _________ 

19  A place with fast flowing water _________

4  I look like a monkey and live in the mountains _________

21  A place which is flat and giraffes live here

22  This animal is known as 'The King of the Jungle'

23  A large bird that eats mice _________
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Read the clues and then complete the puzzle.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Down: 

___________    1  A big cat that has sharp teeth and orange fur

___________    3  This animal lives in the river and is very fat

8  This animal lives in the trees and is cheeky _________  4  I live in the desert _________

__________   5  A place with many trees and animals

_________   7  This is a bird but it can't fly

15  This animal lives in the sea and is very big _________  10  I look like a dinosaur and have big teeth

16  A place which is very high and made of stone _________ 11  A woodland smaller than a jungle

     13  A place with a lot of sand and little water

_________    18  A small wild dog _________

ains _________ 20  This animal has no legs but is very dangerous

ere _________ 21  I eat bamboo and have black and white fur

22  This animal is known as 'The King of the Jungle' ________ 

_________ 

 

Read the clues and then complete the puzzle. 

has sharp teeth and orange fur _________ 

3  This animal lives in the river and is very fat _________ 

_________ 

5  A place with many trees and animals _________ 

7  This is a bird but it can't fly _________ 

and have big teeth _________ 

woodland smaller than a jungle _________ 

a lot of sand and little water _________ 

_________ 

s no legs but is very dangerous _________ 

21  I eat bamboo and have black and white fur _________ 
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Teacher’s answers 

 

 

 


